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Abstract
We applied an integrate-and-�re model with sinusoidal baseline and constant threshold to describe air

bubble formation periodically forced by a sound wave. The model is a deterministic one-dimensional system

that predicts the instant of a bubble detachment as a function of the previous one and it is able to reproduce

long time behavior with great qualitative similarity. The changes in the dynamics as the air �ow varies can

be predicted by a curve in the parameter space of the so called Arnold family of circle maps.
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INTRODUCTION

Bubbling from a nozzle submerged in a vis-

cous liquid presents many nonlinear features

such as period doubling, period adding bifurca-

tions, and chaotic behavior. The air bubble for-

mation depends on geometrical parameters of

the pneumatic system [1, 2], such as the hose

length connecting the air �ow control system to

the nozzle, its diameter and chamber volume,

and the liquid column height. But it also de-

pends on the �uid properties such as the liquid

viscosity and the surface tension at the interface

of the two phases.

The main and simplest outcome from this ex-

periment is the temporal series of time intervals

between bubbles, that can be measured with the

aid of a laser beam. Notwithstanding the com-

plexity of the two-phase �ow phenomenon, it is

often possible to reproduce this series, at least

from the qualitative point of view, by generating

the instants of bubble detachment with a deter-

ministic iterated map with few degrees of free-

dom. This brings the theory of dynamical sys-

tems as a tool to understanding some hydrody-

namical phenomena.

Regardless the purely abstract interest in the
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richness of chaotic patterns, there are technolog-

ical applications of bubbling systems in many

areas, from everyday situations to industry, that

brought some researchers to study the transi-

tions of bubbling regimes subject to a control

parameter ([3]) (o que tem exatamente nesta re-

fer�ncia?). Sarnobat et al ([4]) studied the ef-

fects of electrostatic �elds in bubble formation

and Ruzicka et al ([5]) experimentally found the

adverse effect of the liquid viscosity on the sta-

bility of the regular regime for aqueous glyc-

erol solutions. Even in a champagne glass these

transitions between bubbling regimes can be ob-

served during the degassing process ([11, 12]).

We studied the bubble formation generated

in a nozzle submerged in water/glycerol solu-

tion inside a cylindrical tube, submitted to a

sound wave tuned in the air column above the

�uid (previous results with this setting were re-

ported in [6�9]). The data are mainly collected

in the following way: the air �ow rate, which

is the control parameter, is slowly increased

and time intervals between bubbles are plotted

against the �ow. This is a quick method for gen-

erating the bifurcation diagram of the dynam-

ics under the in�uence of the control parameter.

All other parameters, like the amplitude of the

sound wave, are kept �xed along each individ-

ual experiment. Other bifurcation diagrams are

obtained with different settings of the �xed pa-

rameters.

We compared the experimental bifurcation

diagrams with those obtained with a determin-

istic model, whose origin is in an integrate-and-

�re argument. We assumed that the bubble vol-

ume (or any other quantity, like the radius or the

pressure) grows linearly with time, with a co-

ef�cient � that depends on the air �ow rate Q

(this dependence will be discussed later). We

supposed that the starting volume of the growth

process at instant tn is determined by the value

of the baseline b(t), see Fig. 1, that is a sinu-

time

Vc

tn

tn+1

FIG. 1: The integrate and �re dynamics model with

the sinusoidal bubbles initial conditions drive by the

sound wave.

soidal function b(t) = �A sin(2�fst), where
the minus sign is for later convenience, fs is

the frequency of the sound wave, and A > 0

is a factor related to its amplitude. De�ning

� = fst means that the time scale is normal-

ized so that one unit corresponds to the period

of the sound wave. Now the baseline is given

by b(�) = �A sin(2��). The detachment of
the bubble occurs at instant �n+1, when the vol-

ume reaches a certain critical value Vc. The con-

stant function V (�) = Vc is the threshold in this

model. Therefore, �n+1 and �n are related by
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b(�n) + �(�n+1 � �n) = Vc, which gives

�n+1 = G(�n) = �n+fs�
�1(Vc+A) sin(2��n):

The map G is a member of the two-parameter

family

G
;�(�) = � + 
+ � sin(2��);

known as the Arnold family (see [13] or [de

Melo & van Strien]).

Iteration of the map gives the instants �n of

bubble detachments, but in general one is inter-

ested in the sequence of phases �nmod 1. A pe-

riodic regime of period p, for example, occurs

when �n+p = �nmod 1 in the long term behav-

ior. Here we are more interested in the sequence

of time intervals Rn = �n+1 � �n. It is easy
to see that period p in the above sense implies

that Rn is also periodic with the same period,

although the converse statement is not necessar-

ily true. It also implies that
Pp�1

i=0 Rn+i is an

integer value.

An idea of the variety of behavior of the

Arnold family can be obtained by a diagram in

the (
; �) parameter space with colors inform-

ing the regions for which each one of the be-

haviors occurs, including non-periodic and/or

chaotic ones. Due to their shape, the parame-

ter regions corresponding to periodic behavior

for low values of � received the name of Arnold

tongues.

In Ref. [7], maps like those of the Arnold

family have been also used to describe the dy-

namical phenomena appearing in bubble forma-

tion under sound in�uence, as an ad hoc ap-

proach based on similarity of qualitative behav-

ior. Here, in turn, we were not only able to

motivate that approach with physical heuristics,

but we gave a much more precise description in-

volving some experimental parameters, namely

the air �ow and the amplitude of the sound

wave.

Integrate and �re dynamics with sinusoidal

oscillation in the threshold, instead of the ini-

tial conditions baseline, has also been used to

model certain aspects of neurons ([14]), cardiac

rhythms ([?]), sawtooth oscillations in some

electronic circuits [?], and impact oscillators

([15]). For higher values of � in our model,

changing the sinusoidal oscillation from the

baseline to the threshold does not imply a qual-

itative change of the behavior. But for low val-

ues of � there may be tangencies between the

growing function and the threshold that lead

to discontinuities of the map G (a discussion

of integrate-and-�re models, with general base-

lines and thresholds, is given in [???Tufa me

mostrou artigo]) that are not observed in the

experiment. Moreover, a map G coming from

an integrate-and-�re model with constant base-

line cannot have turning points, like those of the

Arnold family for � > 1
2�
. This implies that

constant baselines are not able to reproduce the

chaotic behavior and period doubling bifurca-

tions that the experiment shows.
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Integrate-and-�re models with sinusoidal

baselines have been considered also in [13] and

[14] conferir isto. (O que tem no ? [10]);

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The air bubble formation experimental appa-

ratus is shown in Fig. 2. The bubbles are gen-

C F

photodiode
laser

air flow control

function generator

FIG. 2: Diagram of the experimental apparatus.

erated by injecting air through a metallic nozzle

submerged in a viscous �uid column placed in a

cylindrical tube. The air �ow is controlled by a

proportional solenoid valve which is driven by a

PID controller. We detected the voltage pulses

induced in a resistor when the bubbles cross a

laser beam placed a little above the nozzle, and

the delay times Tn = tn+1 � tn between suc-
cessive bubbles were measured with a time cir-

cuitry inserted in a PC slot, with a time resolu-

tion equal to 1�s. The total experimental noise

was estimated as 100�s (see [Sarto94,Tufa99]

for details). By applying a sound wave with

a loud-speaker placed at the top of the tube,

and tuned to the fundamental frequency (fs =

135Hz) of the air column above the liquid, a

small part of the wave is refracted to the liquid.

Despite the very small refracted wave amplitude

([20]), it is enough to produce huge changes

in the bubble formation dynamics ([7]). We

have constructed experimental bifurcation dia-

grams of Rexpn = fsTn versus Q, where Q is

the air �ow, for four values of the sound am-

plitude (2, 4, 6, and 8V measured in the output

of the function generator), letting the air �ow Q

to increase in a linear ramp mode at the rate of

� 12ml=min2: All the measures were done at

room temperature.

In a regular regime the mean bubbling time

behave as < T > � Q�� (see [???]; such

relation was also observed in water drop for-

mation [18, 19]). In the present work the ex-

perimental exponent is � � 0:4 in the range

[40; 100]ml=min, although for Q � 90ml=min
the relation starts to deviate from this scale law

due to nonlinearities that come from the in�u-

ence of a bubble detachment in the next one

(see Fig. 4 of [1]). On the other hand, in the

model this mean time < T > is approximately

Vc=�, meaning that we may substitute this term

by VcQ�� . Also, the factor A=� may be substi-

tuted by AQ�� . At the end, we have the model

for the simulations

tn+1 = G(tn) = tn +Q
��(Vc + A sin(2�tn));

and the relation with the Arnold family para-
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meters now is given by 
 = fsVcQ
�� and

� = fsAQ
�� .

The constants Vc,A, and �, in cgs units, were

obtained from the experimental data. In the the-

oretical setting, for �xed values of these para-

meters, we see that Rn = fs(tn+1 � tn) must be
in the interval [fs(Vc�A)Q��; fs(Vc+A)Q��]
which gives the thickness of the diagram. We

suppose that for certain values of Q the non-

periodic behavior is such that the values Rn dis-

tribute themselves all over this interval, allow-

ing us to determine its boundary points. In the

simulation we also tried to reproduce the condi-

tions of the experiment, by summing up at each

iteration a random noise uniformly distributed

in the interval [�100; 100]�s

For each one of the four bifurcation diagrams

we have done an independent qualitative �tting

of the three constants, although in principle �

and A should remain constant independently of

the amplitude of the sound wave. The �tting

was based on least square for determining � and

Vc, and visual comparison to �nd A and ad-

just Vc. The criteria were the diagram thick-

ness, position and width of the plateaus. At the

end the values of � and Vc underwent relatively

small changes in the four experiments, and as

expected A values grew with the amplitude of

the sound wave.

In Fig. 3(a) is shown the experimental bi-

furcation diagram Rexp vs. Q with sound am-

plitude 2V and in Fig. 3(b) the corresponding

simulation for Rsim. There we can observe the

period 1 plateaus at integer values of Rn in both

cases. It may be interpreted as a frequency lock-

ing between the cycle of bubble formation and

the sound wave, when the dripping rates are sub-

multiples of the sound frequency.
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FIG. 3: (a) Experimental bifurcation diagram for 2V

sound wave amplitude. (b) Simulation with A =

0:75�10�3; Vc = 0:0631 and � = 0:40: The exper-

imental frequency lockings are well reproduced for

k=integer numbers as well as for k=half integers.

It is worthwhile noting that a period 1 plateau

seems to appear in the lower envelope of the ex-

perimental diagram and disappear at the upper

one, de�ning the diagram thickness where non

periodic Rn are distributed. This is fully con-
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�rmed by the model since the lower envelope is

attained byRn whenever sin(2��n) is minimum

and the upper ones whenever sin(2��n) is max-

imum.

On the other hand, the period 1 appears and

disappears associated to tangencies between the

graphs ofG(�) and �+k, that happen exactly at

the critical points of the sine function. As Q in-

creases, the graph of G goes down, and the �rst

tangency is at a minimum of the sine function.

An immediate consequence is that the width of

a plateau at level k is given by:

((Vc + A)=k)
1=� � ((Vc � A)=k)1=� ;

that is, the plateaus are smaller for higher values

of k.

In between the plateaus there are also other

kinds of behavior related to higher periods. The

most visible of them is the period 2 regime, be-

tween the plateaus k and k + 1; where R alter-

nates between two values whose mean value is

k+1=2; hence this subharmonic frequency lock-

ing can be seen in the bifurcation diagrams at

half-integer levels.

In Fig. 4(a) we see the bifurcation diagram

Rexp vs: Q for sound wave amplitude equal to

4V , with the corresponding simulation Rsim vs:

Q in Fig. 4(b). We �rst note that A signi�-

cantly increased, contrary to Vc and �, that as-

sumed values near the �tting of the previous di-

agram. In comparison with a lower value of

amplitude, the thickness of the diagram and the

width of the plateaus increased, as predicted by

the model. Also the width of the period-two

windows at half-integers levels increased; and

period 3 appeared (around 80ml=min) between

k = 7 and k = 8 with R alternating between

3 values whose mean values
P2

i=0Rn+i=3 are

22=3 and 23=3:
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FIG. 4: (a) Experimental bifurcation diagram for 4V

sound wave amplitude. (b) Simulation with A =

1:42 � 10�3; Vc = 0:0634 and � = 0:415: In ad-

dition to the experimental frequency lockings well

reproduced for k=integer and for k=half integers we

can observe period 3 for k=22/3 and k=23/3.

Increasing the amplitude to 6V, as shown in

Fig. 5, the plateaus of period 1 k = 10 and

9 are not �at anymore, presenting bifurcations
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from period 1 to period 2 and after from period

2 back to period 1.
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FIG. 5: (a) Experimental bifurcation diagram for 6V

sound wave amplitude. (b) Simulation with A =

2:48 � 10�3; Vc = 0:0637 and � = 0:414: In this

case we can see period 2 related to the addition pe-

riod bifurcation of the period 1 also reproduced by

the simulation.

Increasing even more the sound wave ampli-

tude to 8V, for k = 10 and 9 the plateaus also

show chaotic behavior, and the complexity of

the plateaus propagates through the lower ones,

as shown in Fig. 6.

This may be better understood if the four di-

agrams are seen as cuts of the parameter space

(
; �) of the Arnold family. With �, Vc, and A

kept �xed along each bifurcation diagram, the
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FIG. 6: (a) Experimental bifurcation diagram for 8V

sound wave amplitude. (b) Simulation with A =

2:8 � 10�3; Vc = 0:064 and � = 0:416: We can

see chaotic behavior related to the doubling period

in each branch of period 2.

variation of Q may be regarded as the para-

metrized curve (
; �) = (fsVcQ
��; fsAQ

��).

In this case, the trajectories are segments of

straight lines through the origin, with slope

equal toA=Vc, with non-uniform velocity. Each

one of the four trajectories is shown in Fig.

7 over a diagram showing three parameter re-

gions marked as: wave (blue)=period 1, dotted

(red)=period 2, black=period 3, and white re-

gions=the higher periods or non-periodic behav-

ior. The trajectories cross the Arnold tongues,
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FIG. 7: (Color online ) Arnold parameter space. The

regions marked as: waves(blue) corresponds to a pe-

riod 1; dotted (red) period 2, black period 3, and

white regions higher periodic and non-periodic be-

haviors. The trajectories of the four bifurcation dia-

grams are also shown.

starting from higher to lower values of 
 and �.

As the dynamical behavior of the Arnold family

is more complex for higher values of �, it be-

comes clear the relation between the qualitative

behavior at the plateaus and the values of the

amplitude and air �ow rate.

CONCLUSIONS

We studied the effects of the sound wave in

the bubble formation from a nozzle submerged

in a viscous �uid. Using time measurements

as a function of the air �ow rate, for differ-

ent values of the sound amplitude, we captured

one of the main aspects of this system, which

is that the beginning of the cycle of bubble for-

mation is controlled by the sound wave. From

this assumption, we proposed a model based on

integrate-and-�re dynamics in which the base-

line is a sinusoidal function and the threshold is

a horizontal line.

Since this model is an element of the Arnold

family, it follows that the complex sequence of

transitions observed in our experiment, for ex-

ample harmonic and subharmonic resonances,

�at plateaus or even plateaus with period dou-

bling and chaotic behavior, can be explained

by curves in the parameter space of the Arnold

family.
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